U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
PRE-JUVENILE (PJVP)

D

PRE-JUVENILE (PJVP)
Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________

LIFT

The pre-juvenile pair test will consist of a variety of skating moves and connecting steps skated to music. A pair must
demonstrate good form with some degree of unison, especially in stroking and footwork. As specified in rule 7461, the following
elements are required:
REQUIRED ELEMENTS
EXECUTED
COMMENTS

R

One lift from Group 1 or the waist lift
from Group 2,* minimum 1/2 revolution
by the man (no maximum)

Candidate’s Name
Member #
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
Member #
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club
Date
The pre-juvenile pair test will consist of a variety of skating moves and connecting steps skated to
music. The pair must demonstrate good form with some degree of unison, especially in stroking and
footwork.

MARK

COMMENTS

Technical Merit

SPINS

JUMPS

One solo jump, single jumps only

One jump combination or jump
sequence, single jumps only, max. of
two jumps in combination (a jump
sequence is any listed jump immediately
followed by an Axel-type jump)
One solo spin, minimum 3 revs., no
change of foot or position
One pair spin, minimum 3 revs. by both
partners, no change of foot or position

A

One step sequence, utilizing one-half
the ice surface

Presentation

Total

F

Stroking both forward and backward,
clockwise and counterclockwise
The following elements are optional:
One throw jump, single
One pivot figure, no minimum
requirements

Duration: 2:00 +/- 10 seconds
- For up to every +/- 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).

Passing Average 2.7

MARK

(-3 to +3)

T

* Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed and one-handed lifts, combination lifts, lifts that include a
carry feature, carry lifts and lifts that turn in both directions are not permitted; however, if a pair
executes a Group 1 lift, the release of the lady’s hands after the lift extension has been achieved is not
a violation of this rule.

- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Circle
Test Result

Retry
-9 to -1

Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Distinction
+7 to +9

Elements
Skating

Judging Panel
Required

Retry
Passing Total 5.4

The following elements are required:
One lift from Group 1 or the waist lift from Group 2
One solo jump, single
One jump combination or jump sequence, single jumps only (a jump sequence is any listed
jump immediately followed by an Axel-type jump)
One pair spin, minimum 3 revolutions, no change of foot or position
One solo spin, minimum 3 revolutions, no change of foot or position
Stroking forward and backward, clockwise and counterclockwise
Step sequence (may include moves in the field and spirals) utilizing 1/2 of the ice surface
The following elements are optional:
One throw jump, single
One pivot figure, no minimum requirements

Program
DED

Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Total

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________ Member # _____________________
Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Pass

Duration: 2:00 +/- 10 sec

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified
to judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 7/18

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
JUVENILE (JVPR)

Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

D

JUVENILE (JVPR)

2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________
The juvenile pair test must consist of a program with a variety of moves and connecting steps skated to the music. The pair must utilize the ice
surface with some degree of unison in good form while demonstrating the fundamentals of pair skating. As specified in rule 7451, the following
elements are required:

LIFT

R

THROW

REQUIRED ELEMENTS

One lift from Group 1 or 2 with or without
full extension of the man’s arms, minimum
1 revolution by the man (no maximum)*
One throw jump, chosen from any throw
single jump, throw double Salchow or
throw double loop

SPINS

JUMPS

One solo jump, single or double
One jump combination (consisting of 2
jumps max., single or double) or jump
sequence (consisting of any listed jump
immediately followed by an Axel-type
jump, single or double)
One solo spin or solo spin combination,
min. of 5 revs. by both partners, opt. chg.
of position (min. 2 revs. in each position)
& chg. of ft., may begin with a flying entry

EXECUTED

COMMENTS

COMMENTS

Presentation

Total

F

One choreographic sequence

Duration: 2:30 +/- 10 seconds
- For up to every +/- 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).

Passing Average 3.0

MARK

(-3 to +3)

T

* Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed and one-handed lifts, combination lifts, lifts that include a
carry feature, carry lifts and lifts that turn in both directions are not permitted; however, if a pair
executes a Group 1 lift, the release of the lady’s hands is not a violation of this rule.

- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
Retry
-9 to -1

Date

The juvenile pair test must consist of a program with a variety of moves and connecting steps skated to the
music. The pair must utilize the ice surface with some degree of unison in good form while demonstrating the
fundamentals of pair skating.

MARK

A

One pivot figure, minimum 1/2 revolution
by the man in pivot position

Circle
Test Result

Member #

Technical Merit

One pair spin, min. of 3 revs. by both
partners, opt. chg. of position (min. 2
revs. in ea. position) and no change of ft.

Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Member #

Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Distinction
+7 to +9

Elements
Skating
Program
DED
Total

Pass

Retry

Duration: 2:30 +/- 10 sec

Passing Total 6.0

The following elements are required:
One lift from Group 1 or 2 with or without full extension of the man’s arms, minimum 1 revolution by the
man (no maximum). Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed and one-handed lifts, combination lifts, lifts
that include a carry feature, carry lifts and lifts that turn in both directions are not permitted; however, if a
pair executes a Group 1 lift, the release of the lady’s hands is not a violation of this rule.
One throw jump, chosen from any throw single jump, throw double Salchow or throw double loop
One solo jump, single or double
One jump combination (consisting of 2 jumps, single or double) or jump sequence (consisting of a listed
jump immediately followed by an Axel-type jump, single or double)
One pair spin, minimum of 3 revolutions, optional change of position (minimum 2 revolutions in each position) and no change of foot
One solo spin or solo spin combination, minimum of 5 revolutions, optional change of position (minimum 2
revolutions in each position) and change of foot, may begin with a flying entry
One pivot figure, minimum 1/2 revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence
Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________ Member # _____________________
Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Single-Judge Panel
Judging Panel
Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
Required
N/A
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified
to judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 7/18

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
INTERMEDIATE (IPR)

Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

D

INTERMEDIATE (IPR)
2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________

The intermediate pair test must consist of a program skated rhythmically and in harmony with the music. The pair must show a moderate degree
of pair unison, with good form and flow, while fully utilizing the ice surface. It is also expected that the pair will demonstrate some of the more
advanced fundamentals of pair skating including intermediate-based moves in the field in mirror and/or shadow skating. As specified in rule
7441, the following elements are required:

LIFTS

REQUIRED ELEMENTS

R

EXECUTED

COMMENTS

Member #
Member #
Date

The intermediate pair test must consist of a program skated rhythmically and in harmony with the music. The pair must
show a moderate degree of pair unison, with good form and flow, while fully utilizing the ice surface. It is also expected that
the pair will demonstrate some of the more advanced fundamentals of pair skating including intermediate-based moves in
the field in mirror and/or shadow skating.

COMMENTS

MARK

Two diﬀerent lifts selected from Groups
1-4, minimum 1 revolution by the man
(no maximum)*

Technical Merit

One twist lift, single, take oﬀ must be
flip or Lutz
One throw jump, single or double

SPIN

JUMPS

One solo jump, single or double
One jump combination (consisting of 2
jumps max., single or double) or jump
sequence (consisting of any listed jump
immediately followed by an Axel-type
jump, single or double)
One spin chosen from solo spin, solo
spin combination or pair spin.
If solo spin or solo spin combination:
both partners: min. of 5 revs., must
achieve a basic position for at least 2
revs., chg. of ft. & chg. of position are
opt., may begin w/ a flying entry.
If pair spin: min. of 5 revs. both partners,
no chg. of ft. opt. chg. of position, may
not be commenced w/ a jump.

A

Presentation

Total

F

One death spiral or pivot figure, min.
1/2 revolution by the man in pivot
position
One step sequence, using almost the

Passing Average 3.2

T

full ice surface
Duration: 3:00 +/- 10 seconds
- For up to every +/- 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).
* Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed and one-handed lifts, combination lifts, lifts that include a carry feature,

carry lifts and lifts that turn in both directions are not permitted; however, the release of the lady’s hands in a Group
1 lift and the release of the lady’s hands after the lift extension has been achieved in a platter lift are not violations of
this rule.

- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Circle
Test Result

Retry
-9 to -1

Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Distinction
+7 to +9

MARK

(-3 to +3)

Elements
Skating
Program
DED

Pass

Retry
Passing Total 6.4

Duration: 3:00 +/- 10 sec

The following elements are required:
Two different lifts selected from Groups 1-4, minimum 1 revolution by the man (no maximum). Variations of the
lady’s position, no-handed and one-handed lifts, combination lifts, lifts that include a carry feature, carry lifts
and lifts that turn in both directions are not permitted; however, the release of the lady’s hands in a Group 1 lift
and the release of the lady’s hands after the lift extension has been achieved in a platter lift are not violations
of this rule.
One twist lift, single, take off must be flip or Lutz
One throw jump, single or double
One solo jump, single or double
One jump combination (consisting of 2 jumps, single or double) or jump sequence (consisting of a listed jump
immediately followed by an Axel-type jump, single or double)
One spin chosen from solo spin, solo spin combination or pair spin.
If solo spin or solo spin combination: minimum of 5 revolutions, change of foot and change of position are
optional, both partners must achieve a basic position for at least 2 revolutions, may begin with a flying entry
If pair spin: minimum of five revolutions, no change of foot, optional change of position, may not begin with a
flying entry
One death spiral or pivot figure, minimum 1/2 revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence

Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Total

Member #

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________ Member # _____________________
Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Single-Judge Panel
Judging Panel
Three chosen from silver or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
Required
N/A
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)
Three chosen from silver or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to
judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 7/18

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
NOVICE (NPR)

Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

D

NOVICE (NPR)

2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________
The novice pair test must consist of a program with connecting moves and footwork. The pair must demonstrate basic pair unison and good
form and flow. The program should utilize the full ice surface and be skated with expression in time to the music. As specified in rule 7432, the
following elements are required:

THROW

LIFTS

REQUIRED ELEMENTS

R

JUMPS

COMMENTS

Member #
Date

The novice pair test must consist of a program with connecting moves and footwork. The pair must demonstrate
basic pair unison and good form and flow. The program should utilize the full ice surface and be skated with
expression in time to the music.

MARK

Two diﬀerent lifts, must be from diﬀerent
groups, and one must be from Group 3
or 4, min. one rev. by the man (no max.).*

COMMENTS

Technical Merit

One twist lift, single or double, take oﬀ
must be flip or Lutz
Two diﬀerent throw jumps, single,
double or triple

One solo jump, single, double or triple**

SPINS

EXECUTED

Member #

One jump combination (consisting of 2
jumps max., single, double or triple) or
jump sequence (consisting of any listed
jump immediately followed by an Axeltype jump, single, double or triple).**
One solo spin or solo spin combination,
both partners: min. of 5 revs. and must
achieve a basic position for at least 2
revs., chg. of ft. & chg. of position are
optional, may begin w/ a flying entry.

A

Presentation

Total
Passing Average 3.5

F

One pair spin or pair spin combination,
min. of 5 revs. by both partners. If pair
spin combination, both partners must
change feet and position at least once.
One death spiral, minimum 1 full
revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence

T

Duration: 3:30 +/- 10 seconds
- For up to every +/- 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).
* Carry lifts and lifts with a carry feature are not permitted. Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed, one-handed,
combination lifts and lifts that turn in both directions are permitted.
** All jumps executed with more than 2 revolutions (double Axel and all triple jumps) must be of a diﬀerent nature
(diﬀerent name); however, the jump combination or sequence can include 2 same such jumps.

- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Circle
Test Result

Retry
-9 to -1

Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Distinction
+7 to +9

MARK

(-3 to +3)

Elements
Skating
Program
DED

Pass

Retry

Duration: 3:30 +/- 10 sec

Passing Total 7.0

The following elements are required:
Two different lifts, must be from different groups, and one must be from Group 3 or 4, minimum 1 revolution
by the man (no maximum). Lifts that include a carry feature and carry lifts are not permitted. Variations of the
lady’s position, no-handed, one-handed, combination lifts and lifts that turn in both directions are permitted.
One twist lift, single or double, take off must be flip or Lutz
Two different throw jumps, single, double or triple
One solo jump, single, double or triple*
One jump combination (consisting of 2 jumps, single, double or triple) or jump sequence (consisting of a listed
jump immediately followed by an Axel-type jump, single, double or triple)*
*All jumps executed with more than 2 revolutions (double Axel and all triple jumps) must be of a different
nature (different name); however, the jump combination or sequence can include 2 same such jumps.
One pair spin or pair spin combination, minimum of 5 revolutions. If pair spin combination, both partners must
change feet and position at least once.
One solo spin or solo spin combination, minimum of 5 revolutions, change of foot and change of position are
optional, both partners must achieve a basic position for at least 2 revolutions, may begin with a flying entry
One death spiral, minimum 1 full revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence
Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Total

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________ Member # _____________________
Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Single-Judge Panel
Judging Panel
Three chosen from silver or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
Required
N/A
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Three chosen from silver or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to
judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 7/18

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
JUNIOR (JPR)

Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

D

JUNIOR (JPR)

2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________
The junior pair test must consist of a program of good, harmonious composition skated to the music with rhythm and expression. The program
should have a change of pace, utilize the full ice surface and be skated in good form with very good flow. The pair must demonstrate good
partner relationship and show a good degree of pair unison. As specified in rule 7422, the following elements are required:

LIFTS

REQUIRED ELEMENTS

R

EXECUTED

COMMENTS

Member #
Member #
Date

The junior pair test must consist of a program of good, harmonious composition skated to the music with rhythm and
expression. The program should have a change of pace, utilize the full ice surface and be skated in good form with very
good flow. The pair must demonstrate good partner relationship and show a good degree of pair unison.

MARK

Two diﬀerent lifts, not from the same
group, but one must be from Groups
3-5, full extension of the lifting arms req’d,
min. one rev. by the man (no max.)*

COMMENTS

Technical Merit

THROW

One twist lift, double or more revolutions
Two diﬀerent throw jumps, double or
more revolutions

SPIN

JUMPS

One solo jump, double or more
revolutions**
One jump combination (consisting of 2
or 3 jumps) or jump sequence
(consisting of any listed jump immediately
followed by an Axel-type jump). At least
two jumps must be a double or more
revolutions.**

A

Presentation

Total
Passing Average 4.0

F

One pair spin combination, min. of 8
revs. total. Both partners: must have at
least 1 chg. of ft., not necessarily at the
same time, with at least 3 revs. before
and after the chg. of ft.; must have at
least 1 chg. of position and at least 2
diﬀerent basic positions.
One death spiral, minimum 1 full
revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence

Duration: 3:30 +/- 10 seconds
- For up to every +/- 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).

T

* Both lifts may incl. a carry feature. Carry lifts (½ rev. exit/entry) are permitted & are not counted in the # of overhead lifts.
** All jumps executed with more than 2 revolutions (double Axel and all triple and quadruple jumps) must be of a
diﬀerent nature (diﬀerent name); however, the jump combination or sequence can include 2 same such jumps.

- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Circle
Test Result

Retry
-9 to -1

Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Distinction
+7 to +9

MARK

(-3 to +3)

Elements
Skating
Program
DED

Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Three chosen from gold singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Retry
Passing Total 8.0

The following elements are required:
Two different lifts, not from the same group, but 1 must be from Groups 3-5. Full extension of the lifting arm(s)
required, minimum 1 revolution by the man (no maximum). Both lifts may include a carry feature. Carry lifts
(1/2 revolution exit/entry) are permitted and are not counted in the number of overhead lifts.
One twist lift, double or more revolutions
Two different throw jumps, double or more revolutions
One solo jump, double or more revolutions*
One jump combination (consisting of 2 or 3 jumps) or jump sequence (consisting of a listed jump immediately
followed by an Axel-type jump). At least one jump must be a double or more revolutions.*
*All jumps executed with more than 2 revolutions (double Axel and all triple and quadruple jumps) must be of a
different nature (different name); however, the jump combination or sequence can include 2 same such jumps.
One pair spin combination, minimum of 8 revolutions total. Must have at least 1 change of foot by each partner, not necessarily at the same time, with at least 3 revolutions before and after the change of foot; must
have at least 1 change of position and at least 2 different basic positions by each partner.
One death spiral, minimum 1 full revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence
Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Total

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________Member # _____________________
Judging Panel
Required

Pass

Duration: 3:30 +/- 10 sec

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Three chosen from gold or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to
judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 7/18

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
SENIOR (GPR)

Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

D

SENIOR (GPR)

2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________

The senior pair must give an excellent performance. Both partners should move together in complete harmony showing a marked degree of pair
unison, good form and excellent flow. The program should fully utilize the ice surface, have a change of pace and superbly express the mood
and rhythm of music. Harmonious steps and connecting movements in time to the music should be maintained throughout the program. As
specified in rule 7412, the following elements are required:

R

LIFTS

REQUIRED ELEMENTS

THROW

One twist lift, double or more revolutions

Two diﬀerent throw jumps, double or more
revolutions

JUMPS

One solo jump, double or more
revolutions**

SPIN

EXECUTED

COMMENTS

Three diﬀerent lifts, not all from the same
group, but two must be from Groups 3-5.
If two Group 5 lifts are executed, the take
oﬀs must be of a diﬀerent nature (abbrev.),
full extension of the lifting arm(s) required,
min. one rev. by the man (no max.)*

One jump combination (consisting of 2 or 3
jumps) or jump sequence (consisting of any
listed jump immediately followed by an Axeltype jump). At least two jumps must be a
double or more revolutions.**

A

Total
Passing Average 4.5

F

Duration: 4:00 +/- 10 seconds
- For up to every +/- 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).

T

* All lifts may incl. a carry feature. Carry lifts (½ rev. exit/entry) are permitted & are not counted in the # of overhead lifts.
** All jumps executed with more than 2 revolutions (double Axel and all triple and quadruple jumps) must be of a
diﬀerent nature (diﬀerent name); however, the jump combination or sequence can include 2 same such jumps.

- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Distinction
+7 to +9

MARK

(-3 to +3)

Elements
Skating
Program
DED

Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Three chosen from gold singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Pass

Retry

Duration: 4:00 +/- 10 sec

Passing Total 9.0

The following elements are required:
Three different lifts, not all from the same group, but 2 must be from Groups 3-5. If 2 Group 5 lifts are
executed, the take offs must be of a different nature (abbreviation). Full extension of the lifting arm(s) required,
minimum 1 revolution by the man (no maximum). All lifts may include a carry feature. Carry lifts (1/2 revolution
exit/entry) are permitted and are not counted in the number of overhead lifts.
One twist lift, double or more revolutions
Two different throw jumps, double or more revolutions
One solo jump, double or more revolutions*
One jump combination (consisting of 2 or 3 jumps) or jump sequence (consisting of a listed jump immediately
followed by an Axel-type jump). At least two jumps must be a double or more revolutions.*
*All jumps executed with more than 2 revolutions (double Axel and all triple and quadruple jumps) must be of a
different nature (different name); however, the jump combination or sequence can include 2 same such jumps.
One pair spin combination, minimum of 8 revolutions total. Must have at least 1 change of foot by each partner, not necessarily at the same time, with at least 3 revolutions before and after the change of foot; must
have at least 1 change of position and at least 2 different basic positions by each partner.
One death spiral, minimum 1 full revolution by the man in pivot position
One choreographic sequence
Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Total

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________Member # _____________________
Judging Panel
Required

COMMENTS

Presentation

One choreographic sequence

Retry
-9 to -1

Date

The senior pair must give an excellent performance. Both partners should move together in complete harmony showing a
marked degree of pair unison, good form and excellent flow. The program should fully utilize the ice surface, have a change
of pace and superbly express the mood and rhythm of music. Harmonious steps and connecting movements in time to the
music should be maintained throughout the program.

MARK

One death spiral, minimum 1 full revolution
by the man in pivot position

Circle
Test Result

Member #

Technical Merit

One pair spin combination, min. of 8 revs.
total. Both partners: must have at least 1
chg. of ft., not necessarily at the same time,
with at least 3 revs. before and after the chg.
of ft.; must have at least 1 chg. of position
and at least 2 diﬀerent basic positions.

Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Member #

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Three chosen from gold or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to
judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 7/18

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
ADULT BRONZE (ABP)

Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

D

ADULT BRONZE (ABP)
2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________

SPINS

JUMPS

LIFT

The adult bronze pair test must consist of a program with a variety of moves and connecting steps skated to music, in good
form with some degree of pair unison. The pair must utilize the ice surface while demonstrating the basic moves of pair skating.
As specified in rule 7551, the following elements are required:
REQUIRED ELEMENTS
EXECUTED
COMMENTS

R

One lift may be from Group 1 or a
Group 2 waist lift, min. 1/2 rev. by the
man (no max.), full extension is optional
for Group 2 waist lift.*

Member #
Date

The adult bronze pair test must consist of a program with a variety of moves and connecting steps skated to music, in
good form with some degree of pair unison. The pair must utilized the ice surface while demonstrating the basic moves
of pair skating.

MARK

COMMENTS

Technical Merit

One solo jump, single, no Axel**

One jump combination or sequence
of jumps, half & single jumps, no Axel**
One solo spin or solo spin
combination both partners: min. 3 revs.
if spin does not have a change of foot,
min. 5 revs. if spin has a change of foot
(min. 2 revs. in each position)
One pair spin, both partners: min. 3
revs. with optional change of position
(min. 2 revs. in each position)

A

Presentation

Total

One choreographic sequence
Stroking in unison, both fwd & bkwd,
clockwise & counterclockwise

The following element is optional:
One throw jump, single, no Axel**

Circle
Test Result

Retry
-9 to -1

Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Retry

Duration: 2:00 maximum

Passing Total 5.0

The following elements are required:

MARK

T

Duration: 2:30 max.
- For up to every + 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).
* Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed, one-handed, overhead, twist, carry and combination lifts
and lifts that include a carry feature are not permitted; however, if a pair executes a Group 1 lift, the
release of the lady’s hands after the lift extension has been achieved is not a violation of this rule.
** No single Axels or multi-rotation jumps (in combination, sequence, solo jump or throw jump).
- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Pass

Passing Average 2.5

F

One pivot figure, hand hold and pivot
position are optional
STEPS

Member #

Distinction
+7 to +9

(-3 to +3)

JUMPS:

One jump (single)
One jump combination or sequence of jumps (half and single jumps)

SPINS:

One pair spin with no change of position or change of foot such as an upright pair spin or a pair
camel spin (minimum 3 revolutions in position)
One solo spin (minimum 3 revolutions in position)

LIFTS:

One lift such as a waltz or half flip (no overhead lifts)

PIVOT FIGURE:
One pivot figure in which the man attains the pivot position while the lady circles around him in
a spiral position (hand hold and pivot positions are optional)

Elements
Skating

STEPS:

Program
DED

Stroking in unison, both forward and backward, clockwise and counterclockwise
Footwork and connecting moves such as spirals, spread eagles, etc.,utilizing at least 1/2 the ice
surface.

Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Total

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________ Member # _____________________
Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Single-Judge Panel
Judging Panel
Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
Required
N/A
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Single-Judge Panel

Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified
to judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

One sectional or higher rank
singles/pairs competition judge
Rev. 9/17

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
ADULT SILVER (ASP)

Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

D

ADULT SILVER (ASP)

2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________

LIFTS

The adult silver pair test must consist of a program skated rhythmically and in harmony with the music. The pair should show a
moderate degree of pair unison with good form and flow, while fully utilizing the ice surface. The pair is expected to demonstrate
the fundamentals of pair skating including synchronized connecting movements, mirror and/or shadow skating. As specified in
rule 7541, the following elements are required:
REQUIRED ELEMENTS
EXECUTED
COMMENTS

SPINS

JUMPS

One throw jump, single**

STEPS

R

Two diﬀerent lifts, one must be from
Group 1; the other lift may be a diﬀerent lift
from Group 1, Group 2 or a single twist lift,
min. 1/2 rev. by the man (no max.), full
extension is optional for Group 2 waist lift.*

One solo jump, single**
One jump combination or jump sequence,
half and single jumps**
One solo spin or solo spin combination,
both partners: min. 3 revs. if spin does not
have a change of foot, min. 5 revs. if spin has
a change of foot (min. 2 revs. in ea. position)
One pair spin or pair spin combination,
both partners: if pair spin, min. 3 revs. w/
opt. chg. of position, if pair spin combination,
min. 5 revs. (min. 2 revs. in ea. position)
One death-type spiral or pivot figure, pivot
position is not required, hand hold and
position are optional

A

Total

COMMENTS

- Extra elements may be added without penalty.

Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Pass

Retry

Duration: 2:30 maximum

Passing Total 5.4

The following elements are required:
JUMPS: No Axel or multi-rotation jumps
One jump (single)
One jump combination or sequence (half and single jumps)
SPINS:

T

a carry feature are not permitted; however, if a pair executes a Group 1 lift, the release of the lady’s hands after the
lift extension has been achieved is not a violation of this rule.
** Single Axels are permitted. No multi-rotation jumps (in combination, sequence, solo jump or throw jump).

Distinction
+7 to +9

MARK

(-3 to +3)

Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

One pair spin with no change of position or change of foot (minimum 3 revolutions in position)
One solo spin with one change of position (minimum 4 revolutions total)

LIFTS:

Two different lifts such as a waist, Lutz or waltz (no overhead lifts)

DEATH SPIRAL OR PIVOT FIGURE:
One death-type spiral (hand hold, pivot and lady’s edge are optional) or pivot figure in which the man
attains a pivot position while the lady circles around him in a spiral position

Elements
Skating

STEPS:

Program
DED

Stroking in unison illustrating mirror and/or shadow skating, footwork, connecting moves such as
turns in the field, spirals, pivots and basic dance steps
One step sequence or spiral sequence. Pattern is not restricted.
Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Total

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________Member # _____________________
Judging Panel
Required

MARK

Passing Average 2.7

Duration: 2:50 max.
- For up to every + 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).
* Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed, one-handed, overhead, carry and combination lifts and lifts that include

Retry
-9 to -1

Date

The adult silver pair test must consist of a program skated rhythmically and in harmony with the music. The pair
should show a moderate degree of pair unison with good form and flow, while fully utilizing the ice surface. The
pair is expected to demonstrate the fundamentals of pair skating including synchronized connecting movements,
mirror and/or shadow skating.

Presentation

F

Stroking in unison, mirroring and/or shadow
skating, footwork, connecting moves: turns,
spirals, pivots & basic dance steps

Circle
Test Result

Member #

Technical Merit

One choreographic sequence

Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Member #

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified
to judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 9/17

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM

U.S. FIGURE SKATING
PAIR JUDGING FORM
ADULT GOLD (AGP)

Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________ Member # _______________________
Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________

Candidate’s Name
Candidate’s Club
2nd Candidate’s Name
2nd Candidate’s Club
Host Club

D

ADULT GOLD (AGP)

2nd Candidate’s Name ___________________________________________________
Member # _______________________
2nd Candidate’s Club ______________________________________________________________________________________
Host Club ___________________________________________________________ Date ____________________________
The adult gold pair test must consist of a program with connecting moves and footwork to be skated rhythmically and in harmony to
the music. The pair should demonstrate partner relationship, unison, good flow and form. The program should utilize the full ice
surface and be skated with expression in time to the music. As specified in rule 7531, the following elements are required:

R

LIFTS

Two diﬀerent throw jumps, single or multirotation

SPINS

JUMPS

THROW

REQUIRED ELEMENTS

Three diﬀerent lifts, one may be a twist lift
(no limit to the number of revolutions). If lifts
are from the same group, they must be
diﬀerent. Minimum 1/2 revolution by the man
(no maximum)*

One solo jump, single or multi-rotation
One jump combination or jump sequence
utilizing single or multi-rotation jumps
One solo spin or solo spin combination,
both partners: min. 4 revs. if spin does not
have a change of foot, min. 6 revs. if spin has
a change of foot (min. 2 revs. in ea. position)

EXECUTED

Total

Connecting moves**

Duration: 3:40 max.
- For up to every + 10 sec. in excess: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 A).
- For each illegal element/movement: penalty of one point (-1) deduction (7233 B).

- Extra elements may be added without penalty.
Pass
0 to +3

Honors
+4 to +6

Pass

Passing Average 3.0

Retry

Duration: 3:00 maximum

Passing Total 6.0

The following elements are required:

T

* Variations of the lady’s position, no-handed, one-handed and combination lifts are permitted. Carry
lifts and lifts that include a carry feature are not permitted.
** Moves in the field, footwork, stroking in good unison and mirror and/or shadow skating
Retry
-9 to -1

COMMENTS

Presentation

F

One choreographic sequence

Circle
Test Result

Date

The adult gold pair test must consist of a program with connecting moves and footwork to be skated rhythmically
and in harmony to the music. The pair should demonstrate partner relationship, unison, good flow and form. The
program should utilize the full ice surface and be skated with expression in time to the music.

MARK

A

One pair spin or pair spin combination,
both partners: if pair spin, min. 4 revs. w/ opt.
chg. of position, if pair spin combination,
min. 6 revs. (min. 2 revs. in ea. position)

Two different elements may
be reskated, if necessary

Member #

Technical Merit

One death-type spiral, min. 1/2 rev. by man
in pivot position, hand hold should be regular
one-hand hold, lady’s edge optional
STEPS

COMMENTS

Member #

Distinction
+7 to +9

JUMPS:

One single or double jump
One jump combination or sequence utilizing single or multi-rotation jumps

SPINS:

One pair spin such as pair sit, pair camel or pair spin combination (minimum 4 revolutions in position)
One solo spin combination with change of foot and/or change of position (minimum 5 revolutions total)

LIFTS:

Three different lifts – all lifts may be selected from Group 1; or one lift may be selected from
Groups 2-4, and/or one may be a single twist lift

MARK

(-3 to +3)

Elements
Skating
Program
DED

DEATH SPIRAL:
One death-type spiral with pivot position attained by the man (lady’s edge optional). Hand hold should be
a regular one-hand hold.
THROW:

One single throw jump

STEPS:

Connecting moves, moves in the field, footwork, stroking in good unison and mirror and/or shadow skating
One step sequence, spiral sequence or choreographic sequence. Pattern is not restricted.

Extra elements may be added without penalty. Two different elements may be retried, if necessary.

Total

Judge’s Signature

Judge’s Signature ______________________________________
Name ______________________________________ Member # _____________________
Three-Judge Panel (test result determined by majority)
Single-Judge Panel
Judging Panel
Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified to judge pair tests, or
Required
N/A
regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges
Rev. 9/18

Judging Panel
Required

Member #
Three-Judge Panel
(test result determined by majority)

Three chosen from bronze or higher rank singles test judges who are certified
to judge pairs tests, or regional or higher rank singles/pairs competition judges

Single-Judge Panel
N/A
Rev. 9/17

